
Hi,  
 
We are creating a role owner certification for our application GI Reports.  
 
This certification should only display the application roles for GI Reports specified in the campaign 
template configuration for the campaign owner to certify.  
 
We configured the role owner campaign template to be based on Role Query.  
 
We used the following format for the application’s Role Query(HCL): and ro.rolekey in 
(188,189,190,191,192)  
 
If you create a campaign using a campaign template that is configured to be based on Role Query, it will 
launch the campaign without any certification available.   
 
The campaign is shown as completed in the campaign list with no data populated in the list of 
certifications 
 
Can someone please check on this issue?  
 
Below are the steps we took to modify the GI Reports role owner campaign template and launching the 
campaign  
  

1. We updated a role owner campaign template with the following configurations:  
 
Campaign Type: Role Owner  
Application: Shown in screenshot  
Campaign Based On: changed from Role Certifier to Role Query  
Role Query(HCL) section: We input the role keys of the roles we wish to only display for the selected 
application in the format : and ro.rolekey in (188,189,190,191,192)  
Save Template  

 
 

2. We created a role owner campaign using the role owner campaign template of the application 
shown above  



 
 
Expected Outcome 
 
When you create a role owner campaign based on role query:  
 

1. Campaign Status should be shown as “In Progress”  
2. Should be able to click into the campaign to view certification to launch  
3. The roles specified in the role query should be displayed in the certification  

 

 

 
 
Actual Outcome  



 
When you create a role owner campaign based on role query:  
 

1. Campaign is being launched message appears 
2. Campaign Status shown as “Completed”  
3. Able to click into the campaign to view any certification to launch  
4. No certification is shown in the certification list  

 

 

 

 


